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What’s the Difference Between a Bank and a Fund?
• Keynes thought it was important: “I shall always hold to the view that the 

christening has been badly done and that the names of the twins should 
have been reversed.” (Keynes on the Bretton Woods Twins)

• Why was it a “Fund”?
• Harry Dexter White’s experience was the US Exchange Stabilisation Fund created by 

Roosevelt’s decision to go off gold in 1934
• It was largely patterned after the British Exchange Equalisation Account of 1932
• Both we designed to intervene to stabilise exchange rates

• Bottom line: In difference from the Gold Standard 
• they were price fixing arrangements ersatz buffer stocks

• But faced the same conflict between internal and  external prices stability



What is a Bank?
• Banks create purchasing power (means of payment) 

• By the 1920-30s it was accepted that banks “manufacture money” (Hartley Withers 1906) 
• Now we like to say “loans create deposits”
• Phillips treatise on fractional reserve banking

• Bank hold reserves (HPM) to ensure that deposits and Government notes have stable exchange 
rates: 

• price of a deposit is always one unit of bank note (Usually Government money)
• The Govt ForEx holdings and IMF quotas (gold tranche) were the “Reserves” used to 

stabilize exchange rates
• But without credit creation – only swaps of national currency quotas into foreign exchange at the 

stable parity rate 
• It thus operated as a fund, but was patterned after bank -- but had no banking credit 

creation powers 
• The available reserves in the Fund determined by the given quotas
• And it is still bedeviled by resistance to quota increases 
• SDRs are a workaround to an outdated system



Keynes’ alternative was also based on an “analogy with 
a different domestic banking system
• But a different kind of banking system: based on the “banking principle”
• Ricardo already recognized “the various operations of banking” in which 

“money is merely written off one account and added to another” and  
payments could be made without the need of specie or paper notes, 
allowing “a more economical mode of effecting our payments”.

• Keynes called this a “bank money” system which “depends on nothing 
except… that… the transference of the debt themselves is just as serviceable 
for the settlement of transactions as in the transference of the money in 
terms of which they are expressed”.



A Global Bookkeeper
• Based on “the necessary equality of credits and debits, of assets and 

liabilities. If no credits can be removed outside the clearing system but only 
transferred within it, It can with safety make what advances it wishes to 
any of its members with the assurance that the proceeds can only be 
transferred to the clearing account of another member. 

• Its problem is solely to see to it that its members keep the rules and that 
the advances made to each of them are prudent and advisable.

• Neither physical money nor prudential “reserves” are necessary
• Neither is bank capital
• Only a common – notional- unit of account necessary to keep books



If countries hold accounts on a global balance sheet

• For “the analogy with a national banking system is complete. No depositor in a 
local bank suffers because the balances, which he leaves idle, are employed to 
finance the business of someone else. Just as the development of national 
banking systems served to offset a deflationary pressure which would have 
prevented otherwise the development of modern industry, so by extending 
the same principle into the international field we may hope to offset the 
contractionist pressure” present under the gold standard.

• This was Keynes’ alternative banking system and produced his alternative 
Clearing Union proposal –

• Does not require a “global currency”,
• Not even Bancor – Schumacher Plan only requires a liquidity system



Why Reconsider the Clearing Union now?
• We now have advanced technology for the banking principle in the form of 

blockchain distributed ledgers
• Most Central banks are contemplating a notional digital unit of account: 

CBDC
• Some are considering issue of CBDC deposit accounts to the public

• Which would eliminate fractional reserve creation of private means of payment
• What would happen to spread banking and bank earnings? 
• 100% Banking

• All of these changes would facilitate a Clearing arrangement
• Indeed there is a private one that already exists

• The decision on public v. private digital architecture is thus also linked to 
reform of the International Financial System architecture



For Further Elucidation – www.levyinstitute.org
Thank you

http://www.levyinstitute.org/
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